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Abstract

The notion of a basic embedding appeared in research motivated by Kolmogorov–Arnold’s
solution of Hilbert’s 13th problem. LetK,X,Y be topological spaces. An embeddingK ⊂X× Y is
calledbasicif for every continuous functionf :K→R there exist continuous functionsg :X→R,
h :Y →R such thatf (x, y)= g(x)+ h(y) for any point(x, y) ∈K . LetTi be ani-od.

Theorem. There exists only a finite number of ‘prohibited’ subgraphs for basic embeddings into
R× Tn. Consequently, for a finite graphK there is an algorithm for checking whetherK is basically
embeddable intoR × Tn. Our theorem is a generalization of Skopenkov’s description of graphs
basically embeddable intoR2, and our proofs is a (non-trivial) extension of that one. 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Hilbert conjectured in his 13th problem that there are continuous functions of three
variables which are not representable as a composition of continuous functions of two
variables. Arnold and Kolmogorov proved in [2,4] that every continuous function of several
variables defined on a compact subset ofR2 admits a representation as a sum of 2n+ 1
continuous functions of one variable.

Let X,K,Y be topological spaces. An embeddingK ⊂ X × Y is calledbasic (and
denoted byK ⊂b X×Y ) if for every continuous functionf :K→R there exist continuous
functionsg :X→R, h :Y →R such thatf (x, y)= g(x)+ h(y) for any point(x, y) ∈K.
This condition can be reformulated in terms of function spaces as follows [10]. Given a
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mapφ :K→X× Y , considerφ as a product of two mapsα :K→X andβ :K→ Y . Let
the linear superposition operatorΦ :C(X)⊕C(Y )→ C(K) be given by

Φ(g,h)(x)= g(α(x))+ h(β(x)).
Then an embedding is basic if and only ifΦ mapsC(X)⊕C(Y ) ontoC(K).

The weaker version of Arnold–Kolmogorov’s theorem is that then-dimensional cube is
basically embeddable inR2n+1. The following theorem describing the compacta basically
embeddable inRm for m > 3 is proved in [6] and [9]: a compactumX is basically
embeddable inRm if and only if dimX6 (m− 1)/2. Trivially, X is basically embeddable
in R if and only if X is topologically embeddable there. The description of pathwise-
connected compacta basically embeddable inR2 in terms of prohibited subcontinua
is given in [8]. In a partial, case there are characterizations of finite graphs basically
embeddable inR2 in terms of prohibited subgraphs and universal trees in [3, Theorem 1.2].
We can reformulate these criteria as follows: “A finite graphK is basically embeddable
into R2 if and only if K has no bad vertices (or, equivalently,δ(K)= 0)” (see necessary
definitions below). But the general problem of characterizing the compacta basically
embeddable inR2 is still open.

Basic embeddings into a product of dendrites were studied in [10, Theorem 4.6, p. 29].
LetTi be ani-od (or a star withi rays). The purpose of this paper is to describe finite graphs
basically embeddable intoR × Tn. Moreover we obtain some necessary and sufficient
conditions for basic embeddability of graphs intoTm × Tn for m > 3. This is a solution
of some problems from the preliminary version of [3].

Let us make some necessary definitions. Call a vertex (i.e., either an endpoint or a
branched point) of a finite graphK horrid if its degree is greater than 4. Call a vertex ofK

awful if its degree equals 4 and it has no hanging edges. Call a vertex ofK badif it is either
awful of horrid. Call a bad vertex ofK dry if it has a hanging edge. Clearly, a dry vertex
is a horrid vertex. Thedefectof K is the sumδ(K)= (degA1− 2)+ · · · + (degAk − 2),
whereA1, . . . ,Ak are the bad vertices ofK. Further we supposen> 3.

Theorem 1.1. A finite (not necessarily connected) graphK is basically embeddable into
R× Tn if and only ifK is a tree and eitherδ(K) < n or δ(K)= n andK has a dry vertex.

Corollary 1.2. A finite graphK is basically embeddable intoR × T3 (or, equivalently,
T2× T3) if and only if either of the two following equivalent conditions holds:

(a) (cf. [5]) K does not contain any of the graphs of Fig.1;
(b) K is contained inWn for somen (see Fig.2).

Now we shall construct universal graphsWn for basic embeddings intoR × T3. Let
U1 beT3, A a hanging edge ofU1 anda the hanging endpoint ofA. The graphUn+1 is
obtained fromUn by branching every hanging edge exceptA. LetVn be the graph obtained
by gluing one hanging edge to every non-hanging vertex ofUn. The vertexa is called the
root of Un andVn. LetWn be the wedge of four copies ofVn and an arc such that the roots
of Vn attach to one endpoint of the arc.
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Fig. 1.

Corollary 1.3. There exists only a finite number of ‘prohibited’ subgraphs for basic
embeddings intoR × Tn. Consequently, for a finite graphK there is an algorithm for
checking whetherK is basically embeddable intoR× Tn.

Theorem 1.4. If a finite(not necessarily connected) graphK is basically embeddable into
Tm × Tn (m> 3), thenK is a tree and one of the two following conditions holds:

(1.4.1) eitherδ(K) <m+ n− 2, or δ(K)=m+ n− 2 andK has a dry vertex;
(1.4.2) all bad vertices ofK are split into two collectionsa1, . . . , ak andb1, . . . , bl such

that

(dega1− 2)+ · · · + (degak − 2)6 n,

(degb1− 2)+ · · · + (degbl − 2)6m.

Moreover, if the first(second) weak inequality is equality, thena1 (b1, respectively) is dry.
In particular, δ(K)6m+ n.

If condition(1.4.1)holdsm> 2, thenK is basically embeddable intoTm × Tn.

The proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.4 is based on the reduction of the property of being
a basic embedding to a pure geometric condition [10, Lemma 2.23(iii), p. 14], and on
an extension of techniques from [8]. It seems that Theorem 1.4 is unnaturally more
complicated than Theorem 1.1. But there is the following graphK basically embeddable
into T3×T3, for which (1.4.1) does not hold. LetK be a disjoint union of two pentods, i.e.,
δ(K)= 6. Fix a hanging edgeC (D) in a triodT3 (T

′
3) with the centerc (d , respectively).
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Fig. 2.

Then the subsetC × T ′3 ∪ T3 ×D ⊂ T3 × T ′3 consists of two ‘books’ with three ‘pages’
pasting together. Basically embed each pentod into its ‘book’, as in Corollary 1.2, and
such that its projections onc × D andC × d are mutually disjoint. Then we have a
basic embeddingK ⊂ T3 × T ′3. It should be quite trivial after the reading of Section 5.
This example shows an essential difference between the casesm = 2 andm > 2. The
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the main tools of studying basic
embeddings and prove some easy lemmas. In Section 3 we prove necessity in Theorems 1.1
and 1.4 using these lemmas. We split the proof of sufficiency in Theorems 1.1 and 1.4 into
three parts. The first part is a description of an admissible tree (Section 4). The second
part is the basic embeddability of an admissible tree (Theorem 5.1 in Section 5). The third
part is the proof that each connected tree satisfying condition (1.4.1) is an admissible tree
(Theorem 6.1 in Section 6). Since the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are the partial case of
(1.4.1) (form= 2), then sufficiency in Theorems 1.1 and 1.4 will be proved. Thus, we can
formulate a criteria for basic embeddings intoR×Tn as follows: “A finite connected graph
K is basically embeddable intoR×Tn if and only ifK is an admissible tree”. In Section 7
we prove Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3. In Section 8 we formulate some interesting conjectures
for basic embeddings into a product of finite graphs. All constructions in the paper are
simplified for basic embeddings intoR× Tn. At the beginning of Sections 3–6 we make
some remarks for this partial case.
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2. Preliminaries

Let X,Y be finite graphs. Bypx andpy we denote the projectionspx :X × Y → X,
py :X× Y → Y . ForZ ⊂X× Y let

E(Z)= {z ∈ Z: card
(
Z ∩ (pxz× Y )

)
> 1 and card

(
Z ∩ (X× pyz)

)
> 1

}
.

A sequence{a1, . . . , an} ⊂X× Y is called anarray, if for eachi, ai 6= ai+1, andpx(ai)=
px(ai+1) for odd i andpy(ai)= py(ai+1) for eveni. The proof of [10, Lemma 2.23(iii),
p. 14], [8, GC, p. 33] holds for a more general case:

GC 2.1. An embeddingK ⊂X× Y is not basic if and only if
(2.1.1) En(K) 6= ∅ for eachn, or
(2.1.2) for eachn there exists an array ofn points inK.

By c andd we denote the centers ofTm andTn, respectively.

Basic non-embeddability ofS into Tm × Tn (cf. [10, proof of Proposition 2.21, p. 15]).
Suppose to the contrary thatS ⊂b Tm × Tn. SinceS is a finite graph, thenpxS (pyS)
either is a join of at mostm (n) arcs, containing the vertexc (d , respectively) or is an arc.
Evidently, for any pointa ∈ IntpxS (IntpyS) we have that(a × Tn) ∩ S ((Tm × a) ∩ S,
respectively) consists of more than one point. HenceS −E(S) consists of at mostm+ n
points. A simple inductive argument shows that for eachi > 0,Ei(S) is a cofinal set inS,
and in particular is nonempty, contradicting GC 2.1.

An arcA is calledhorizontal(vertical) if pyA (pxA, respectively) is a point. An arc is
called acompressionarc if it is either horizontal or vertical.

Definition 2.2. Suppose thatK ⊂ X × Y andI ⊂ K (J ⊂ K) is a horizontal (vertical,
respectively) arc. A compression generated byI , J is the map

q = (r × idY ) ◦ (idX× s) :X× Y → (X/pxI)× (Y/pyJ ),
wherer :X→X/pxI ands :Y → Y/pyJ are the projections.

Compression Lemma 2.3.LetK,X,Y be finite graphs,K ⊂b X × Y andI , J andq be
as above. Then

(2.3.1) qK ⊂b (X/pxI)× (Y/pyJ );
(2.3.2) q|K−(I∪J ) is a homeomorphism.

Proof. The proof of (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) is analogous to [8, §2, “proof of Compression
Lemma”]. With the following alterations: “the segment[a, b] is parallel tox-coordinate
(y-coordinate) axis” to “[a, b] is a horizontal (vertical, respectively) arc”, and ‘arcI
orthogonal to arcJ ’ to ‘either bothpxI andpyJ or bothpxJ andpyI are points’. 2
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3. Proof of necessity in Theorems 1.1 and 1.4

The structure of the proof is as follows. See Diagram 1. Necessity in Theorems 1.1
and 1.4 in the simple case (when all awful vertices ofK lie in Γ ) follows from (3.1.1)
and (3.1.2) in Proposition 3.1. The general case follows from the simple one, Reduction
Lemma 3.2 and Compression Lemma 2.3. We prove (3.1.1) and (3.1.3) analogously
using Induction Lemma 3.3. We prove (3.1.2) and Reduction Lemma 3.2 analogously
using (3.1.3). In Proposition 3.1 we shall consider basic embeddings of a finite treeK

intoG×H , whereG andH are subpolyhedra ofTm andTn, respectively, and such that
some products of hanging vertices ofG andH correspond to some non-hanging vertices
of K.

Our proof is based on two ideas. The first idea is used in (3.1.1) and (3.1.3), which
are generalizations of [8, “Basic non-embeddability ofC4”] and [8, “the cross lemma”],
respectively. The second idea is used in (3.1.2) and Reduction Lemma 3.2, which are
generalizations of [8, “Basic non-embeddability ofC4”]. So, before reading the proofs
below it will be helpful to look at the corresponding proofs in [8].

By Γ denote the singular set ofTm × Tn. Evidently,Γ = c× Tn ∪ Tm × d for m,n> 3
andΓ = c× Tn for m= 2, n> 3. Finally,Γ is a graph. ConsiderTm × Tn as the union of
I × J , whereI ⊂ Tm, J ⊂ Tn are ‘rays’, i.e., arcs, with endsc andd . From [8, Theorem 1]
follows that all horrid vertices ofK lie in Γ (actually, no neighborhood of a horrid vertex
in K can be basically embeddable intoI × J ).

Definition (G,Tj -structure onR× Tn). LetG⊂ R be a disjoint union of arcs andH =
Tj ⊂ Tn be a substar. Letg1, . . . , gs be arbitrary distinct points ofG. Then(G,Tj , {gi})
is called aG,Tj -structure onR× Tn. LetM(G,Tj , {gi}) be the sum ofj and degrees of
pointsg1, . . . , gs in G.

Evidently, each pointgi has degree 2 inR. HenceM(R, Tj , {gi}) = j + 2s. For the
necessity in Theorem 1.1 we may omit cases 2, 3 below. And also in Induction Lemma 3.3,

Diagram 1.
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if H = Tj , thenH ′ =H −pyB̊ = Tj−1. A G,Tj -structure onR× Tn is the partial case of
aG,H -structure(G,H, {gi}, {hj }) onTm × Tn, whereH = Tj , {hj } = ∅.

Definition (G,H -structure onTm × Tn). Let G ⊂ Tm, H ⊂ Tn be subpolyhedra con-
tainingc, d , respectively. Letg1, . . . , gs (h1, . . . , ht ) be arbitrary distinct points ofG (H ,
respectively) such thatgi = c, hj = d simultaneously for somei, j is impossible. Then
(G,H, {gi}, {hj }) is called aG,H -structure onTm × Tn. LetM(G,H, {gi}, {hj }) be the
sum of degrees of pointsg1, . . . , gs in G and pointsh1, . . . , ht in H . If gi 6= c for eachi
(hj 6= d for eachj ), then we add toM degree ofc in G (d in H , respectively).

Obviously, the degree of each pointgi 6= c in G (hj 6= d in H , respectively) is
either 0, 1, or 2. The centerc of Tm (d of Tn) has degreem (n) and each other point
gi (hj ) has degree 2 inTm (Tn, respectively). Hence ifgi 6= c, hj 6= d for eachi, j , then
M(Tm,Tn, {gi}, {hj }) = m+ n+ 2(s + t). In the opposite case,M(Tm,Tn, {gi}, {hj }) =
m+ n+ 2(s + t − 1).

Proposition 3.1. LetTm× Tn have aG,H -structure(G,H, {gi}, {hj }). LetK ⊂ Tm× Tn
be a finite tree. Suppose that all awful vertices ofK lie in Γ . LetR be the set of vertices in
K containing all bad vertices ofK. Suppose thatR is split into two sets{a1, . . . , as} and
{b1, . . . , bt } such that

(K,a1, . . . , as, b1, . . . , bt )⊂b (G×H,g1× d, . . . , gs × d, c× h1, . . . , c× ht ).
Let N = s + t be the number of vertices inR. Further we assume the defect ofK is
calculated over all vertices fromR (not only bad). Then the following conditions hold:

(3.1.1) δ(K)+ 2N 6M(G,H, {gi}, {hj });
(3.1.2) if verticesa1, . . . , as, b1, . . . , bt have no hanging edges, then

δ(K)+ 2N <M
(
G,H, {gi}, {hj }

)
,

hence ifδ(K)+ 2N =M, then there is a vertex fromR with a hanging edge;
(3.1.3) if δ(K) + 2N =M(G,H, {gi}, {hj }) > 0, then there exists a compression arc

A⊂K containing a vertex fromR.

Reduction Lemma 3.2. Let K ⊂ Tm × Tn be a finite tree,X ⊂ Tm, Y ⊂ Tn be sub-
polyhedra. IfK ⊂b X × Y , then there exist compressionsq1, . . . , qk such that all awful
vertices ofK ′ = qk(. . . (q1(K)) . . .) lie in Γ andδ(K ′)> δ(K).

Proof of necessity in Theorems 1.1 and 1.4.Suppose that all awful vertices ofK lie in Γ
(simple case).

Case1 (the partial casem = 2). For presenting the main ideas, we first prove the
simple case form = 2. Then necessity in Theorem 1.1 follows from Propositions (3.1.1)
and (3.1.2) forG= T2, H = Tn as follows. LetR be the set of all bad vertices inK. Let
g1× d, . . . , gs × d be the images of all bad vertices ofK under the given basic embedding
K ⊂b R × Tn. SinceM(R, Tn, {gi}) = n + 2s, N = s, then by (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) either
δ(K) < n or δ(K)= n andK has a dry vertex.
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Now we prove the simple case form,n> 3. Letg1× d, . . . , gs × d, c× h1, . . . , c× ht
be the images of all bad vertices ofK under the given basic embeddingK ⊂b Tm × Tn.
SinceM(Tm,Tn, {gi}, {hj })6m+ n+ 2N , then by (3.1.1)δ(K)6m+ n.

Case2 (c × d corresponds to a bad vertex). Suppose there is a bad vertexr = c × d
of K. Consequently, eithergi = c, ai = r for somei or hj = d , bj = r for somej . Hence
M(Tm,Tn, {gi}, {hj })=m+ n+ 2(N − 1), i.e., (1.4.1) holds by (3.1.1) and (3.1.2).

Case3 (c × d does not correspond to a bad vertex). Let a1, . . . , ak and b1. . . . , bl

be all bad vertices ofK, images of which lie in(Tm − c) × d and c × (Tn − d),
respectively. Evidently, there are starsTdega1

∐ · · ·∐Tdegak ⊂K basically embedded into
m ‘books’ (C′ − c) × Tn, whereC′ is a hanging edge ofTm. By definition we have
M(Tm − c,Tn, {gi},∅)= n+ 2s and by (3.1.1) forTdega1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tdegak ⊂ (Tm − c)× Tn

(dega1− 2)+ · · · + (degak − 2)6 n.

Moreover, by (3.1.2) when the equality holds, one vertex from{ai} (let it bea1) is a dry
vertex. Analogously we have

(degb1− 2)+ · · · + (degbl − 2)6m

and, when the equality holds,b1 is a dry vertex. So, (1.4.2) holds.
Case4 (general case). In the general case (when not all awful vertices ofK lie in Γ )

by Reduction Lemma 3.2 there exist compressionsq1, . . . , qk such that all awful vertices
of K ′ = qk(. . . (q1(K)) . . .) lie on Γ andδ(K ′) > δ(K). Then necessity in Theorems 1.1
and 1.4 follows from the simple case forK ′. 2
Proof of (3.1.1) and (3.1.3).Further, we briefly denoteM(G,H, {gi}, {hj }) by M.
Induction onM. BaseM = 0 in (3.1.1):R is the set of 2N isolated points. Hence
δ(K)=−2N . BaseM = 1 in (3.1.3): vertices fromR have not more than one edge inK.
Henceδ(K)6 1− 2N . The inductive step is Induction Lemma 3.3 below.2
Induction Lemma 3.3. Under the conditions of Proposition3.1 we have that there exist
a subgraphL ⊂ K and an arcB ⊂ L containing a vertex fromR such thatδ(L− B̊) =
δ(K) − 1 and either forG′ = G − pxB̊, H ′ = H or for G′ = G, H ′ = H − pyB̊ the
following condition hold:

(3.3.1) (L − B̊, a1, . . . , as, b1, . . . , bt ) ⊂b (G′ × H ′, g1 × d, . . . , gs × d, c × h1, . . . ,

c× ht );
(3.3.2) M(G′,H ′, {gi}, {hj })=M(G,H, {gi}, {hj })− 1.

Proof. By GC 2.1 there exists a maximaln for which L = En(K) ∪ R contains a
neighborhood of every point fromR in K. Evidently,δ(L)= δ(K). Then for some point
r ∈ R, E(L) does not contain any neighborhood ofr in K. So, there exists an edge ofK
with endr, sayA, and a sequence{ri} ∈A−E(L) converging tor. By definition ofE we
have eitherL ∩ (pxri × Tn)= ri or L ∩ (Tm × pyri)= ri for eachi. We may assume that
L ∩ (pxri × Tn)= ri for eachi. SinceE(L) is a finite graph, thenE(L) contains a finite
number of connected components. ThenE(L) is split by graphspxri × Tn into a finite
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number of connected components. Hence there exists a subarcB ⊂ A containingr such
thatL∩ (pxB × Tn)= B. So, (3.3.1) holds forG′ =G− pxB̊ andH ′ =H . Since the arc
B contains the vertexr ∈R, then (3.3.2) holds andδ(L− B̊)= δ(L)− 1= δ(K)− 1. 2
Proof of (3.1.2). We shall prove (3.1.2) by induction onM (see Proposition 3.1). Bases
M = 1, M = 2 in (3.1.2) are obvious (see the bases in the proof of (3.1.1) and (3.1.3)).
Suppose to the contrary thatδ(K)+ 2N =M. Then by (3.1.3) forK there is an inclusion
maximal compression arcI1 with endpointsr ∈ R anda ∈ K. Take the compressionq1

generated byI1. By (2.3.1) we haveq1K ⊂b (G/I1)×H . By (2.3.2) only the following
cases are possible:

(1) a /∈ R is a vertex ofK;
(2) a ∈ R;
(3) q1K ∼=K.
Case1. In the first case, sincea is non-hanging, then degq1r in q1K is greater than degr

in K. Henceδ(q1K) > δ(K). Also the number of all vertices inR for q1K equalsN and

M
(
G/I1,H, {q1gi}, {q1hj }

)
6M

(
G,H, {gi}, {hj }

)
.

Then δ(q1K) + 2N > M (hereM is for the basic embeddingq1K ⊂ (G/I1) × H ),
contradicting (3.1.1).

Case2. In the second case, sinceq1r = q1a, then the number of all vertices inR for
q1K equalsN − 1 and

M
(
G/I1,H, {q1gi}gi 6=a, {q1hj }hj 6=a

)=M(G,H, {gi}, {hj })− 2.

Since (degr − 2) + (dega − 2) = (degq1r − 2), then we haveδ(q1K) = δ(K). Then
δ(q1K) + 2(N − 1) =M (hereM is for the basic embeddingq1K ⊂ (G/I1) × H ) and
(3.1.2) follows from the inductive hypothesis.

Case3. In the third caseδ(q1K)= δ(K). Note that we proved that the defect of a tree
after a compression is not less than that at the beginning. So we may apply analogous
compressionsq2, . . . , qk , generated by arcsI2, . . . , Ik , respectively. It suffices to prove that
this process is finite.

Suppose there is a compression (let it beq1) generated byI1 at r1 ∈ R such thatq1K

contains a compression arcI2 at r2 ∈R appearing due toq1, i.e.,I1, I2 are orthogonal and
if I1 is horizontal (vertical), then

r2 ∈ pxr1× Tn, q−1
1 (I2)⊂ (pxI1)× Tn

(r2 ∈ Tm × pyr1, q−1
1 (I2)⊂ Tm × (pyI1), respectively).

After that, suppose there is an analogous arcI3 ⊂ q2K, and so on. If we find such arcs
I1, . . . , Ik , then we may construct an array ofk + 1 points inK as follows.

We may assumeIk is horizontal. Take a pointbk ∈ Ik − rk . Thenbk, rk is the array
of 2 points inqk−1K. SinceIk appears due toqk−1, then there isbk−1 ∈ Ik−1 ∩ (Tm ×
py(q

−1
k−1bk)). Thenq−1

k−1bk, bk−1, rk−1 is the array of three points inqk−2K, and so on.
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Since the mapq−1
i preserves the orthogonality of arcs, then we find the array ofk + 1

points inK:{
q−1

1

(
. . .
(
q−1
k−1(bk)

)
. . .
)
, . . . , q−1

1 (b2), b1, r1
}
.

But there are no arrays of arbitrary length inK. Hence there is a constantC such that the
length of the above constructed sequence of arcsI1, . . . , Ik is less thanC. Since the number
of vertices fromR is N , then there are not more thanN(m+ n) compression arcs inK.
Hence we can do not more than(N(m+ n))C compressions, i.e., our process is finite.2
Proof of Reduction Lemma 3.2. Let r be an awful vertex ofK such thatr /∈ Γ . Let C
be the inclusion maximal cross inK with centerr. Apply compressionsq1, . . . , qk to C,
analogous to the proof of (3.1.2). We have either a contradiction orqk(. . . (q1(r)) . . .) ∈ Γ
for somek. We may iterate this procedure to each awful vertex ofK that does not lie inΓ .
And also, the defect of a tree after these compressions is not less than that at the beginning
(see the remark in Case 3 of the proof of (3.1.2)).2

4. Construction of an admissible tree

This section is organized as follows. First we construct a pre-loaded leaf. After that we
define a loaded leaf using a filtration of pre-loaded leaves. Finally, we construct simple and
complete admissible trees using a filtration of loaded leaves.

The following construction is simplified for Theorem 1.1. In this case we do not split
satisfactory points into horizontal and vertical. In particular, in the definition of a loaded
leaf we omit condition (4.2.2b). Hence we also omit the notion of the end of the loaded
leaf and the order of satisfactory points in the loaded leaf. Finally, we may alter the
propertyΦ to the following: if r1, . . . , rk are all satisfactory points of a finite treeK, then
φ(r1)+ · · · + φ(rk)6 n− 1. Remember that a tree basically embeddable intoR2 contains
only vertices either of degree6 3 or of degree 4 with a hanging edge.

Definition (a leaf and its root). Take a treeL basically embeddable intoR2 with its
endpointr. ThenL is called a leaf with the rootr.

4.1. Definition of a pre-loaded leaf

Let I be a leaf. Take two of its hanging verticesr, a ∈ I (i.e., endpoints) and two
arbitrary sets of distinct points in the interior of edges ofI (goodandsatisfactorypoints,
respectively) such that these points lie in an arcU ⊂ I with endpointsr anda (possibly
U = r = a). Split the set of satisfactory points intohorizontalandvertical. Moreover, we
shall assume thatr, a are satisfactory, andr is simultaneously both horizontal and vertical.
For each satisfactory pointb ∈ I take an integerφ(b)> 0 such that the propertyΦ below
holds forK = I . Since each vertex of a leaf has either degree6 3 or degree 4 and a hanging
edge, then,I is obtained fromU by gluing toU either a hanging edge or a leaf, or both
a hanging edge and a leaf at some points ofU (calledexcellent). Then the treeI with its
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excellent, good and satisfactory points, and the functionφ is called apre-loaded leaf. The
point r is called theroot of I . The pointa is called theendof I (possiblyI = r = a). For
example, in Fig. 4 the pre-loaded leaf with the rootu0= α×β and the endu2 is represented
by fat lines,q is the good point,t is the excellent point. If all satisfactory points ofI are
horizontal (vertical), thenI is calledhorizontal(vertical, respectively).

Property Φ.
(a) If r1= r, r2, . . . , rs are all distinct satisfactory points of a finite treeK, then

φ(r1)+ · · · + φ(rs)6m+ n− 3;
(b) if a1, . . . , ak and b1, . . . , bl are all horizontal and vertical satisfactory points in

K − r, respectively(for a horizontal and vertical pre-loaded leaf we havel = 0 and
k = 0, respectively), then

φ(a1)+ · · · + φ(ak)6 n− 1, φ(b1)+ · · · + φ(bl)6m− 1.

4.2. Definition of a loaded leaf

Let I1 be a pre-loaded leaf. LetI1⊂ · · · ⊂ Ik ⊂ J be a filtration such that the following
conditions hold:

(4.2.1) Ii+1 is obtained fromIi by gluing toIi either a horizontal or a vertical pre-
loaded leafB and possibly a hanging edgeH at each good vertexb ∈ Ii − Ii−1

(I0= ∅) for eachi = 1, . . . , k− 1. Moreover, the root ofB is the good point in
Ii+1 and alsob is both an endpoint ofH and the root ofB; and either

(4.2.2a)J is obtained fromIk by gluing toIk a leaf at the end of each pre-loaded leaf
in Ik . Moreover, all satisfactory points ofJ1 are horizontal (vertical). In this
caseJ1 is calledhorizontal(vertical, respectively); or

(4.2.2b) J is obtained fromIk by gluing toIk a leaf at the end of each pre-loaded leaf
in Ik , except one enda. In this casea is called theendof J1. Moreover, all
satisfactory points ofJ1 beforea (for the definition of the order, see below)
and a itself are horizontal (vertical), and other satisfactory points ofJ1 are
vertical (horizontal, respectively).

Then the treeJ with its excellent, good and satisfactory points, and the functionφ such
that the propertyΦ holds forK = J , is called aloaded leaf. Note that if a loaded leafJ
has only one satisfactory point (obviously it is its root), thenJ is a leaf. Take a good point
b ∈ Ii . Let B be the connected component ofJ − b that is contained inJ − Ii . Then the
closure ofB is the loaded leaf with the rootb.

Definition (the order of satisfactory points in the loaded leaf). We shall define the order
recursively. The order of satisfactory points inI1 is from the root to the end along the
arcU . The satisfactory points ofI1 in this order are the first satisfactory points inJ . The
order of good points inI1 is from the end to the root along the arcU . The next points in
J are satisfactory points in the loaded leaf beginning at the first good point inI1 (in this
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loaded leaf the order is recursively defined), and so on. The last points inJ are satisfactory
points in the loaded leaf beginning at the last good point inI1.

For example, in Fig. 4 the order of satisfactory points in the loaded leaf embedding into
A×B is as follows:u0= α × β,u1, u2, s (q1, q2 are not vertices of the loaded leaf).

Definition (a bridge and its ends in the loaded leaf). The subtree inJ between two
neighboring satisfactory pointsb1, b2 ∈ I1 is called a bridge ofJ1, andb1 andb2 are called
the ends of the bridge.

Clearly, if a bridgeB of J does not contain the enda of J1, then all satisfactory points
of B are either horizontal or vertical simultaneously.

4.3. Definition of an admissible tree

Let J1 be a loaded leaf. LetJ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Jl = G be a filtration such that the following
condition holds:

(4.3.1) Jj+1 is obtained fromJj by gluing toJj eitherφ(b) (if b 6= r is not the end of
a loaded leaf inJj ) or φ(b)+ 1 (if b either is an end of a loaded leaf inJj or
b = r) loaded leaves at each satisfactory pointb ∈ Jj − Jj−1 (J0= ∅) for each
j = 1, . . . , l − 1.

The treeG such that the propertyΦ holds forK =G is called asimple admissibletree
for Tm×Tn, and the root ofJ1 is called theroot ofG. Take a satisfactory pointh ∈G.K is
obtained fromG by gluing toG a hanging edgeH at h such thath is an endpoint ofH .
The treeK is called acomplete admissibletree forTm × Tn (m> 2, n> 3). We shall say
that a finite treeK is anadmissibletree, ifK is either simple or complete admissible.

5. Construction of a basic embedding

Theorem 5.1. An admissible tree is basically embeddable intoTm × Tn.

Let c andd be the centers ofTm andTn, respectively. Fix hanging edgesC andD of Tm
andTn, respectively. Further, we assume thatc × d is the lower left vertex of the square
C×D. In this section we shall construct a basic embedding of an admissible tree such that
all horizontal (vertical) satisfactory points lie inC × d (c×D, respectively).

Definition (operationsXε andYε). Fix a smallε > 0. LetCε (Dε) be theε-neighborhood
of c in C (of d in D, respectively). ForZ ⊂ Tm × Tn let

Xε(Z)=
{
z ∈ Z: card

(
Z ∩ (pxz× Tn)

)
> 1 and eitherpyz ∈Dε or

card
(
Z ∩ (Tm × pyz)

)
> 1

}
,

Yε(Z)=
{
z ∈ Z: card

(
Z ∩ (Tm × pyz)

)
> 1 and eitherpxz ∈Cε or

card
(
Z ∩ (pxz× Tn)

)
> 1

}
.
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Fig. 3.

Definition (a strongly basic embedding). An embeddingZ ⊂ Tm × Tn is called strongly
basic (and denoted byZ ⊂sb Tm × Tn), if there existε > 0 and an integerk such that
Xkε(Z)= Y kε (Z)= ∅. Thenε is called asuitablevalue for the strongly basic embedding.

Let us make the following remarks. Evidently, ifZ is strongly basically embeddable
into Tm × Tn, thenZ is basically embeddable intoTm × Tn. Clearly, if Z ⊂ Tm × Tn
andXkε(Z),Y

k
ε (Z) are strongly basic embedded intoTm × Tn for somek andε, thenZ

is strongly basic embedded intoTm × Tn. Obviously, ifX ⊂ Y andY is strongly basic
embedded intoTm×Tn, thenX is strongly basic embedded intoTm×Tn. These statements
shall be used in this section.

Now we shall present the scheme of our construction. Strongly basic embeddability
of a simple admissible tree follows from Lemmas 5.3–5.5 below. In Lemma 5.3, using
Proposition 5.2, we embed a horizontal loaded leaf. Evidently, Lemma 5.3 remains true if
we replace the horizontal loaded leaf by a vertical loaded leaf. In Lemma 5.4 we embed
a loaded leafJ with the end, assuming that all satisfactory points ofJ before the end of
J and the end itself are horizontal, and the others are vertical (cf. (4.2.2b)). Obviously,
Lemma 5.4 remains true if we replace all satisfactory horizontal points ofJ before the
end ofJ and the end itself by vertical, others by horizontal. In Lemma 5.5 we extend an
embedding constructed in Lemma 5.4 to a simple admissible tree. Basic embeddability
of a complete admissible tree follows from these lemmas and Lemma 5.6. The following
constructions are simplified for basic embeddings intoR× Tn. In this case, strongly basic
embeddability follows only from Lemma 5.3 and Steps 2, 3 in Lemma 5.5.

Proposition 5.2. LetK be a leaf,I ∼= [0,1] be its hanging edge(the vertex0 is its root).
Then there is a basic embedding(

K,K − [0, 1
2

)
,
[
0, 1

2

]
,0
)
→
(
[0,1]2, [1

2,1
]2
,
[
(0,0),

(1
2,

1
2

)]
, (0,0)

)
(see Fig.3).
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Proof. By [8, Theorem 1],K −[0, 1
2) is basically embeddable intoR2. It follows from [8,

property F, p. 40] that there is a basic embedding(
K − [0, 1

2

)
, 1

2

)→ ([1
2,1

]2
,
( 1

2,
1
2

))
.

The square[12,1]2 is called theblack squareofK. In Fig. 3 the black square is represented
by the dashed square.2

Evidently, we may assume that there are both a hanging edge and a leaf at each excellent
point of an admissible tree, and also that there is a hanging edge at each good point.
Further, for an arbitrary setW , if g :W → Tm × Tn is an embedding, then by ‘W ’ we
mean ‘g(W)⊂ Tm × Tn’. And also if a, b ∈K are two distinct points of a treeK, then by
‘ab’ we mean the arc inK with endpointsa, b.

Definition (the shadow). LetW1,W2⊂ Tm× Tn be two arbitrary sets. The shadow ofW1

is (pxW1×Tn)∪ (Tm×pyW1). The shadow ofW1 onW2 is the intersection of the shadow
ofW1 with W2.

Lemma 5.3. Let J be a tree basically embeddable intoR2. Take a hanging vertex
r ∈ J and an arbitrary set of distinct points(called satisfactory) in the interior of edges
of J . Then there is a strongly basic embeddingg :J → [0,+∞) × [0,+∞) such that
g(r)= 0× 0 and all satisfactory points ofJ lie in [0,+∞)× 0.

Proof. Evidently, we may find in the treeJ a filtration satisfying conditions (4.2.1)
and (4.2.2a). Hence we may assume thatJ is a horizontal loaded leaf (without a functionϕ
satisfyingΦ). The example of a strongly basic embedding is shown in Fig. 4, where we
alter the quadrant([0,+∞)× [0,+∞),0× 0) to the rectangle(A×B,α × β).

For simplicity, in Fig. 4 we do not show the hanging edges of excellent and good
points. Dashed lines show some shadows of leaves andε-neighborhoods for strongly basic
embeddings. In Steps 1–3 below we embedJ without leaves and hanging edges. The
extension on leaves and hanging edges is constructed in Steps 4, 5, respectively. Fix a
filtration U ⊂ I1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ik ⊂ J from the definition ofJ (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Let
u0= r, u1, . . . , ul be all satisfactory points ofI1 by the order fromr.

Step1 (the ‘decrease of the embedding’ trick). First we construct a strongly basic
embeddingg :U→A×B using the following rules (see Fig. 4):

(5.3.1) r = α× β , u1, . . . , ul ∈A× β ;
(5.3.2) ui lies inA× β to the right ofui−1, i = 1, . . . , l;
(5.3.3) projections underpy of all excellent and good points ofui−1ui lie in A higher

than those of the arcsuiui+1, . . . , ul−1ul .
Step2 (the ‘jump along the axis’ trick). Take the last good pointq ∈ ui−1ui ⊂ U by the

order fromr (if there is no such point, then we omit this step). LetJ1 be the connected
component of(J − U) ∪ q containingq . ThenJ1 is the horizontal loaded leaf with the
root q . Split the hanging edge ofq in J1 into three parts by pointsq1 andq2. Extendg to
qq2= qq1∪ q1q2 linearly so that

(5.3.4) pyq1 ∈ py(ui−1ui) lies inA higher thanpyq ;
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Fig. 4.

(5.3.5) pxq1 lies inA× β to the right ofpxu;
(5.3.6) q2 lies inA× β to the right ofpxq1;
(5.3.7) the shadow of(qq1 − q) on U and all excellent and good points ofU are

mutually disjoint.
Step3 (the ‘ε-decrease of the embedding’ trick). Fix a suitableε for the strongly basic

embeddingg on U ∪ qq2. Take two arcsA0 ⊂ A andB0 ⊂ q2 × B with the common
endpointq2 so that

(5.3.8) A0− q2 lies inA× β to the right ofq2, pyB0⊂ Bε .
Obviously, we may assumeq2 is a satisfactory point andq2 is the root of the loaded leaf

(J1− qq2)∪ q2. Extendg to the arcU1⊂ (J1− qq2)∪ q2 (the first pre-loaded leaf in the
loaded leaf without leaves and hanging edges) analogous to Step 1. Further, as in Step 2 we
take the last good point ofU1 in the order fromq2, and so on, until we embed the whole
loaded leaf(J1− qq2)∪ q2 (without leaves and hanging edges). Evidently,

X3
ε (U ∪ J1), Y

3
ε (U ∪ J1)⊂ J1− qq2⊂sb C ×D

for someε. Henceg is a strongly basic embedding. Clearly, the maximal suitableε for
g|U∪J1 is less than that forg|U . After that, we analogously embed loaded leaves beginning
at other good points ofU . So, it remains to embed leaves at excellent points and hanging
edges at excellent and good points ofJ .

Step4 (the embedding of leaves). For a leafL at the excellent pointt ∈ J we take a basic
embeddingg :L→A′ ×B ′ from Proposition 5.2, wheret is the common endpoint of arcs
A′,B ′ and such that
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(5.3.9) all the shadows of leaves onJ and all good points ofJ are mutually disjoint.
Sinceg|J is strongly basic (hereJ has no leaves and hanging edges), then for somek, ε

we have thatXkε (J ) andY kε (J ) (hereJ has all leaves and has no hanging edges) consist of
some leaves basically embedded intoA×B such that its projections onA× β andα ×B
are mutually disjoint. Hence the extension is strongly basic.

Step5 (the embedding of hanging edges). Embed each hanging edge as a horizontal arc
so that

(5.3.10) all the shadows onJ of ‘black squares’ and hanging edges are mutually
disjoint.

As in Step 4, the extension is strongly basic.2
Lemma 5.4. Let J be a tree basically embeddable intoR2. Take two hanging vertices
r, a ∈ J (called the root and the end ofJ , respectively). And also take an arbitrary set of
distinct points(called satisfactory) in the interior of edges ofJ such that all satisfactory
points beforea (see the definition of the order in Section4.2) anda itself are horizontal,
others are vertical. Then there is a strongly basic embeddingg :J → C × D such that
g(r) = c × d , all horizontal (vertical) satisfactory points ofJ lie in C × d (c × D,
respectively) anda lies inC × d to the right ofpx(J − a).

Proof. Evidently, we may find in the treeJ a filtration satisfying conditions (4.2.1)
and (4.2.2b). Hence we may assumeJ is a loaded leaf with the end (without a functionϕ
satisfyingΦ). Further we embedJ without leaves and hanging edges. The extension
on leaves and hanging edges is constructed analogous to Steps 4, 5 in Lemma 5.3. Fix
a filtration I1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ik ⊂ J from the definition ofJ . Let v0 = r, v1, . . . , vl be all
satisfactory points ofI1 by the order from the rootr. Let Vj be the bridge inJ with
endpointsvj−1, vj . Let the bridgeVi+1 contain the enda (in Fig. 4, i = 1). If a 6= vi+1,
then we may assume there is only one vertex inVi+1: a good pointb such that the loaded
leaf inJ − I1 beginning atb contains the enda. Actually, in the opposite case we take two
pointsv′i , v′i+1 ∈ I1 nearb (call them satisfactory, putφ(v′i )= φ(v′i+1)= 0) such that there
is only one vertexb in the arcv′iv′i+1. LetV be the arcrvi ⊂ I1.

Step1 (the ‘increase of the embedding’ trick) (cf. Step 1 in Lemma 5.3). First we shall
construct a strongly basic embeddingg :V → C × D. The caseV = r is obvious. We
linearly defineg onV using the following rules (see Fig. 4):

(5.4.1) r = c× d , andv1, . . . , vi ∈ C × d ;
(5.4.2) vj lies inC × d to the right ofvj−1, j = 1, . . . , i;
(5.4.3) projections underpy of all excellent and good points ofvj vj+1 lie in c × D

higher than those of the arcsrv1, . . . , vj−1vj .
Step2 (the ‘jump to the other axis’ trick) (cf. Step 2 in Lemma 5.3). Here we extendg to

bridgesV1, . . . , Vi . Evidently, all satisfactory points of the bridges, except their ends, are
vertical. Take the first good pointa1 of rv1 by the order fromr. Let J1 be the connected
component of(J − rv1) ∪ a1 containinga1. Split the hanging edge ofa1 in J1 into two
parts by a pointa2. Then(J1− a1a2)∪ a2 is the vertical loaded leaf beginning ata2. Let ε
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be a suitable value for the strongly basic embeddingg|V . Extendg to a1a2 linearly and to
(J1− a1a2)∪ a2 by Lemma 5.3 (for a vertical branch) so that

(5.4.4) a2 lies in c×D higher thanpya1;
(5.4.5) py(J1− a1a2)⊂ py(rv1) lies in c×D higher thana2;
(5.4.6) px(J1− a1a2)⊂ Cε ;
(5.4.7) the shadow ofJ1 − a1a2 on rv1 and all excellent and good points ofrv1 are

mutually disjoint.
Evidently,

X2
ε (V ∪ J1), Y

2
ε (V ∪ J1)⊂ J1− a1a2⊂sb C ×D

for someε. Henceg is a strongly basic embedding. Clearly, the maximal suitableε for
g|V∪J1 is less than that forg|V . After that, we analogously embed vertical loaded leaves
beginning at other good points ofV . So, we have now defined the strongly basic embedding
onV0= V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vi .

Step3 (the ‘ε-decrease of the embedding’ trick) (cf. Step 3 in Lemma 5.3). Ifa = vi+1,
i.e., i = l− 1, then we extendg to Vi+1 as in Step 2. After that the proof is finished. In the
opposite case, extendg to vivi+1 linearly using the following rule:

(5.4.8) pyb lies in c×D higher thanpyV0, vi+1 lies inC × d to the right ofpxb.
Clearly, g on V0 ∪ vivi+1 is strongly basic. LetJ0 be the connected component of

(J − vivi+1)∪ vi+1 containingvi+1. Evidently,J0 is the horizontal loaded leaf. Letε be a
suitable value for the strongly basic embeddingg|V0∪vivi+1. Extendg to J0 by Lemma 5.3
using the following rule (cf. (5.3.8)):

(5.4.9) pxJ0 lies inC × d to the right ofvi+1 andpyJ0⊂Dε.
Sinceg|V0∪vivi+1 is a strongly basic embedding, then there areε, k such that

Xkε(V0 ∪ vivi+1 ∪ J0), Y
k
ε (V0 ∪ vivi+1 ∪ J0)⊂ J0⊂sb C ×D.

Hence the extension is strongly basic.
Step4 (the ‘splitting of the embedding into layers’ trick). Suppose thata ∈ Ij − Ij−1

(j -layer) is contained in the loaded leafP beginning atb ∈ vivi+1 (in Fig. 4, j = 2).
The proof is by induction onj . Basej = 1, i.e.,a = vi+1, was already proved. Inductive
step. Split the hanging edge ofb in P into three parts by pointsb1 and b2. Extend
g to bb2 = bb1 ∪ b1b2 linearly as in Step 3 of Lemma 5.3 (the ‘jump along the axis’
trick). Clearly, if I ′1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ I ′j ′ is a filtration for the loaded leafP , thena ∈ I ′j−1 − I ′j−2
((j − 1)-layer) is contained in the loaded leaf(P − bb2)∪ b2 beginning atb2 ∈ I2. By the
inductive hypothesis there is an extension ofg to P − bb2 such that (see the ‘increase of
the embedding’ trick)

(5.4.10) if ε is a suitable real for the strongly basic embeddingg on P − bb2, then
(J − P) ∪ bb2⊂ Cε ×Dε .

Evidently, the embeddingg is strongly basic. 2
Lemma 5.5. Let G be a simple admissible tree. Suppose that there is a strongly basic
embeddingg :J1→ C×D such thatr = c×d , all horizontal(vertical) satisfactory points
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of J1 lie in C × d (c×D, respectively) and if J1 has the enda, thena lies either to the
right of or higher thanJ1− a. Then there is an extension

g :G→ (Tm ×D) ∪ (C × Tn)
such that all horizontal(vertical) satisfactory points ofG lie in C×d (c×D, respectively).

Proof. Step1 (a loaded leaf at the end of the previous). First suppose thatJ1 has the enda.
There is a strongly basic embedding

g : (J1, a)→
(
C′ ×D′, c′ × d ′),

whereC′ andD′ are subarcs ofC andD containingc andd , respectively, andc′ × d ′
is either the lower right or the upper left vertex of the squareC′ × D′. Without loss of
generality we may assume thata is the lower right vertex of the square. Take a loaded leaf
R ⊂ J2 − J1 beginning ata. In the case when the second satisfactory point ofR by the
order froma is horizontal, extendg to R by Lemma 5.3 such that

(5.5.1) If ε is a suitable real forg|R , thenJ1⊂ Cε ×Dε.
Suppose that the second satisfactory point ofR ordered froma is vertical. Split the

hanging edge ofa in R into three parts by pointsr1 andr2. Extendg to ar2= ar1 ∪ r1r2
linearly such that

(5.5.2) pxr1 lies inC × d to the right ofa andpyr1 lies in c×D higher thanpyJ1;
(5.5.3) r2 lies in c×D higher thanpyr1.
Extendg to R− ar2 by Lemma 5.3 (for a vertical branch) so that
(5.5.4) if ε is a suitable value forg|R−ar2, thenJ1 ∪ ar2⊂ Cε ×Dε.
Note that after this step there are exactlyφ(a) non-embedded loaded leaves ofa in

J2− J1. If the loaded leafR has the end, then we apply the previous toR instead ofJ1,
and so on, until we embed a subtreeW ⊂G and the last embedded loaded leaf inW has
no end.

Step2 (the ‘choice of pages’ trick). Suppose that there is a non-embedded loaded leaf
S of a satisfactory points ∈W − r. Without loss of generality we may assume thats is
horizontal. Split the hanging edge ofs in S into three parts by pointss1 ands2. Sinces is
horizontal, then byΦ.(b) we may take a ‘free page’ ofC × Tn (i.e., a ‘page’C ×D′ not
containing the already embedded subtree ofG, whereD′ is a ‘ray’ of Tn). Linearly extend
g to ss2= ss1 ∪ s1s2 using the following rules:

(5.5.5) pxs1 lies inC × d to the right ofpx(W ∪ ss1);
(5.5.6) s2 lies inC × d to the right ofpxs1.
After that, extendg to S − ss2 by Lemma 5.3 (cf. Step 1 of Lemma 5.4) so that
(5.5.7) if ε is a suitable value forg|S−ss1, thenW ∪ ss1⊂ Cε ×Dε.
Evidently, the embeddingg is strongly basic. Actually,

X2
ε (W ∪ S), Y 2

ε (W ∪ S)⊂W ∪ (S − ss1)⊂sb C ×D.
After that, we analogously embed other loaded leaves ofG.

Step3. Now it remains to embed only loaded leaves beginning at the rootr of G. By the
construction ofG, the rootr hasφ(r)+ 2 loaded leaves inG. Clearly, we have already
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embedded exactly one of these loaded leaves intoC×D (the loaded leafJ1). First consider
the partial casem= 2. Then, by propertyΦ we may embed firstφ(r) loaded leaves atr
intoC × Tn the last branch atr into (R−C)×D analogous to Step 2. In the general case
Φ.(b) implies that we can findM andN such thatφ(r)+ 1=M +N and

M + φ(a1)+ · · · + φ(ak)6 n− 1, N + φ(b1)+ · · · + φ(bl)6m− 1,

wherea1, . . . , ak andb1, . . . , bl are all horizontal and vertical satisfactory points ofG− r,
respectively. Thus, we may apply the ‘choice of pages’ trick as follows. First we embedM

loaded leaves ofr into ‘free pages’ ofC × Tn; the otherN loaded leaves we embed into
‘free pages’ ofTm ×D. 2
Lemma 5.6. LetK be a complete admissible tree andG = (K −H) ∪ h the respective
simple admissible tree. Suppose that there is a strongly basic embedding

g :G→ (C × Tn)∪ (Tm ×D)
such that all satisfactory points ofG lie either inC × d or in c×D. Then there is a basic
embedding

f :K→ (C × Tn)∪ (Tm ×D)
such thatf |G = g.

Proof. Putf |G = g. Sinceg is a strongly basic embedding, then there exist a realε and
an integerk such thatXkε (G)= Y kε (G)= ∅. If h ∈ C × d (c×D) then we embedH into
C ×D as a vertical (horizontal) arc such thatpyH ⊂Dε (pxH ⊂ Cε, respectively). Since
Xkε(K),Y

k
ε (K)⊂H , thenf is a basic embedding.2

6. Proof of sufficiency in Theorem 1.4

Theorem 6.1. A connected tree satisfying condition(1.4.1)is an admissible tree.

Our aim is to select some filtrations inK satisfying conditions (4.2.1), (4.2.2), (4.3.1)
and to call some vertices ofK either excellent or good, or satisfactory, and to call each
satisfactory point either horizontal or vertical such that the propertyΦ holds. In the partial
casem= 2, the following constructions are simplified as follows. We may take an arbitrary
root andΦ follows from δ(G)6 n− 1.

If δ(K) <m+n−2, then setG=K. In the opposite case, letG beK without a hanging
edge at a dry vertex ofK. Thus,δ(G)6m+n−3. So, it suffices to prove thatG is a simple
admissible tree. Call each bad vertex ofK satisfactory. For each satisfactory pointb ∈G,
setφ(b)= degb−2 inG. Then propertyΦ.(a) follows fromδ(G)6m+n−3. Take a bad
vertexr ∈G having the maximal number of leaves (letN ) in G by comparison with other
bad vertices ofG. Call r both the root ofG and the satisfactory point. Ifr is a unique bad
vertex ofG, thenG is a wedge of leaves. Evidently, in this case propertyΦ.(b) holds, i.e.,
G is a simple admissible tree. In the opposite case, consider the closureA of a connected
component ofG− a, containing a bad vertex ofG.
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6.1. Selection of a pre-loaded leaf

We shall go along a pathU ⊂A beginning atr, until we meet a vertexb ∈A. Evidently,
only the following cases are possible:

(1) b is a non-bad vertex, having either a leaf or a hanging edge or both a hanging edge
and a leaf (callb an excellent point);

(2) b is a non-bad vertex without leaves and possibly having a hanging edge (callb a
good point);

(3) b is a bad vertex (callb a satisfactory point).
In the first and second cases, we go along a non-passed edge ofb in A. In the third case,

we have eitherφ(b)6 n−1 orφ(b)6m−1. Actually, in the opposite case (i.e.,φ(b)> n
andφ(b)> m) let b haveM leaves, i.e., there are degb −M − 1 non-passed connected
components ofA− b containing a bad vertex. Evidently, for each such componentB we
haveδ(B)> 1. We obtain

m+ n− 3> δ(G)>N − 1+ φ(b)+ (degb−M − 1).

Sinceφ(b)>m and degb = φ(b)+ 2> n+ 2, then

m+ n− 3>N − 1+m+ n+ 2−M − 1,

i.e.,M >N + 3, that is contradicted by the choice of the rootr.
Suppose that we already met satisfactory pointsa1, . . . , ak (and called them horizontal)

andb1, . . . , bl (and called them vertical), andb is not in these lists. Set

δx = φ(a1)+ · · · + φ(ak), δy = φ(b1)+ · · · + φ(ak).
At the very beginningδx = δy = 0. Then for a current meeting vertexb, we have either
δx + φ(b)6 n− 1 or δy + φ(b)6m− 1. The formal proof is analogous to that above: we
alter the inequalitiesφ(b)> n, φ(b)>m and

δ(G)>N − 1+ φ(b)+ (degb−M − 1)

on δx + φ(b)> n andδy + φ(b)>m and

δ(G)>N − 1+ δx + δy + φ(b)+ (degb−M − 1),

respectively. Suppose the previous vertex was called horizontal. Ifδx + φ(b)> n, then we
stop at the previous step. Ifδx+φ(b)6 n−1, then we callb horizontal. Ifb also has a leaf,
then we stop. In the opposite case, we go along a non-passed edge ofb. Thus, we construct
U until we stop. Sinceδx 6 n−1 andδy 6m−1, thenΦ.(b) holds.I1 is obtained fromU
by gluing toU hanging edges and leaves fromA at each respective excellent point ofU .
Clearly,I1 is a pre-loaded leaf with the rootr.

6.2. Selection of a loaded leaf

Evidently, only the following cases are possible:
(1) The enda of I1 has a leaf inA.
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(2) The enda of I1 has no leaves inA, i.e., if a is horizontal (vertical), then for the next
vertexb ∈A we haveδx + φ(b)> n (δy + φ(b)>m, respectively).

In the first case, we proceed as in Section 6.1 to select a pre-loaded leaf of the last good
point of I1 by the order fromr, and so on, until either we sort out all good points ofA or
we get the case (2). In the second case, without loss of generality we may assume thata is
horizontal, i.e.,δx + φ(b)> n. Then we select pre-loaded leaves analogous to the case (1)
with the following alterations: we start at the first (not the last) good point ofI1 (by the
order fromr) having a pre-loaded leaf and we call all bad vertices vertical. Moreover,
Φ.(b) holds. Actually, if we getδy + φ(s)>m for a current satisfactory points ∈A, then
we obtain

m+ n− 3> δ(G)> δx + φ(b)+ δy + φ(s)>m+ n,
and that is a contradiction.I2 is obtained fromI1 by gluing toI1 hanging edges and pre-
loaded leaves at respective good points inA, and so on.J1 is obtained fromIk by gluing
to Ik a leaf fromA at each end (exceptb) of pre-loaded leaves inIk . So, by definition (see
Section 4.2)J1 is a loaded leaf,r is the root, andb is the end.

6.3. Selection of a simple admissible tree

Now, as in Section 6.2, we select loaded leaves at satisfactory points ofJ . HenceΦ.(b)
holds.J2 is obtained fromJ1 by gluing toJ1 eitherφ(b)= degb − 2 (if b 6= r is not the
end ofJ1) or φ(b)+ 1= degb− 1 (if eitherb is the end ofJ1 or b= r) respective loaded
leaves fromG at each satisfactory pointb ∈ J1, and so on, until we getJl =G.

7. Proofs of Corollaries 1.2 and 1.3

Proof of Corollary 1.2. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that in the casen = 3, if a finite
graphK is basically embeddable intoR × T3, thenδ(K) < 3 or δ(K) = 3 andK has a
dry vertex. Clearly,K does not contain any of the graphs of Fig. 1. Evidently,Wn satisfies
conditions of Theorem 1.1 for eachn. HenceWn is basically embeddable intoR× T3 for
eachn. So, it suffices to prove that Corollary 1.2(a) implies Corollary 1.2(b). It follows
from Corollary 1.2(a) that:

(1) all vertices ofK have degree less than five or have degree five and a hanging edge;
(2) there are no two vertices ofK either having degree five or having degree four and

without hanging edges.
Take a vertexa ∈ K of maximal degree. ByF we denote the closure of a connected

component ofK − a. It follows from (2) thatF is a leaf. Then by Lemma 7.1 below,
F is contained inVn for somen. It follows from (1) thatK ⊂ Wn for somen, i.e.,
Corollary 1.2(b) holds. 2
Lemma 7.1. A leafF is contained inVn for somen.
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Proof. Let G be a treeF after elimination of one hanging edge at every non-hanging
vertex ofK (if this edge exists). Then by Lemma 7.2 belowG⊂ Un for somen. Hence,
by construction ofVn, F ⊂ Vn for somen. 2
Lemma 7.2. LetG be a finite tree. Suppose that all vertices ofG have degree less than
four. ThenG is contained inUn for somen.

Proof. Let N be the number of all non-hanging vertices ofG. Let us prove that there
exists an embeddingG ⊂ UN such that the root ofUN corresponds to a hanging vertex
of G. Induction onN . BaseN = 1 is obvious. To prove the inductive step, letA be a
hanging edge ofG with the non-hanging endpointa. Then toA assign an edgeB of
U1 = T3 such that the centerb of T3 corresponds toa. Since dega < 4, then there are
at most two connected components (denote its closures byH1 andH2) of G − A. The
number of all non-hanging vertices forH1 andH2 is less than that forG. Moreover,
by construction ofUN , the closures of two connected components ofUN − B are two
copies ofUN−1. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, there exist embeddingsH1 ⊂ UN−1,
H2 ⊂ UN−1 such that roots of two copiesUN−1 correspond toa. So, we obtain an
embeddingG=A∪H1∪H2⊂ B ∪UN−1 ∪UN−1=UN . 2
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Consider the set of finite treesK such that eitherδ(K) > n

or δ(K) = n andK has no dry vertices; and alsoδ(K) 6 2n. From these trees, choose
minimal by inclusion trees and call themprohibitedforR×Tn. It follows from Lemma 7.3
that there are only a finite number of prohibited trees. So, it suffices to prove that a finite
graphK is basically embeddable intoR× Tn if and only if K is a tree andK does not
contain any of prohibited trees forR × Tn. Evidently, ifK is basically embeddable into
R× Tn, then by Theorem 1.1,K does not contain any prohibited trees.

Now suppose thatK does not contain any prohibited trees andK is not basically
embeddable intoR × Tn. Henceδ(K) > 2n. Without loss of generality we may assume
thatK is connected. For each bad vertexr ∈ K we have degr 6 n+ 2. Actually, in the
opposite caseK contains the prohibited treeTn+3. Evidently, there exists a bad vertex
r ∈K having only one connected componentG of K − r with a bad vertex ofK. LetK1

be the closure ofG. HenceK1⊂K,

δ(K) > δ(K1)= δ(K)− (degr − 2) > n,

and we may apply the previous toK1. In some step, we getKl ⊂K andn < δ(Kl)6 2n.
Consequently,K contains one of the prohibited trees. This is a contradiction.2
Lemma 7.3. For each integerk > 1 there are a finite number of minimal by inclusion trees
K such thatδ(K)6 k.

Proof. It suffices to prove that there are a finite number of minimal by inclusion treesK

with δ(K)= k. Evidently, a minimal by inclusion tree is a union of some stars. Each bad
vertexb ∈ K contributes degb − 2 into δ(K)= k. Evidently, there are a finite number of
ways to splitδ(K)= k into a sum of positive integers. Consequently, for each terml > 2
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in δ(K)= k we may take a star withl + 2 rays, and also there are a finite number of ways
to connect a finite number of stars to a finite treeK. So, Lemma 7.3 is proved.2

8. Conjectures

The first conjecture is the following criterion for basic embeddability intoTm × Tn.

Conjecture 8.1. A finite (not necessarily connected) graphK is basically embeddable into
Tm × Tn if and only ifK is a tree and either (1.4.1) or (1.4.2) holds.

By Theorem 1.4, it suffices to prove that if for a finite treeK condition (1.4.2) holds,
thenK is basically embeddable intoTm × Tn.

Analogous to the proof of Corollary 1.3, Conjecture 8.1 implies the following Conjec-
ture 8.2. But, possibly Conjecture 8.2 can be proved independently of Conjecture 8.1.

Conjecture 8.2. There exists only a finite number of ‘prohibited’ subgraphs for basic
embeddings intoTm × Tn. Consequently, for a finite graphK there is an algorithm for
checking whetherK is basically embeddable intoTm × Tn.

Now we shall formulate a conjecture for basic embeddability intoG×R, whereG is a
finite connected tree. LetA be the set of all non-hanging vertices ofG. LetR be the set of
all bad vertices of a finite graphK. For a mapχ :R→A, let

δχ,a(K)=
∑

r∈R: χ(r)=a
(degr − 2).

Conjecture 8.3. A finite (not necessarily connected) graphK is basically embeddable into
G×R if and only ifK is a tree and there exists a mapχ :R→A such that for eacha ∈A
eitherδχ,a(K) < dega or δχ,a(K)= dega and there is a dry vertexr ∈R with χ(r)= a.

The following conjecture is for basic embeddings into a cylinderS × R and a torus
S × S.

Conjecture 8.4.
(a) A finite graphK is basically embeddable intoS × R if and only if K does not

contain any of the graphs of Fig. 5;
(b) A finite graphK is basically embeddable intoS×S if and only ifK does not contain

any of the graphs of Fig. 6.

Theorem 1.1 consists of two parts: a natural one involving the defect and an unnatural
one involving horrid and awful vertices. One can conjecture that this theorem is a partial
case of some combinatorial (not topological) one, involving defect but not involving
horrid or awful vertices, just as the Kuratowski theorem and the Archedeacon–Hunecke
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

description of graphs embeddable intoR2 andRP 2 are partial cases of the Robertson–
Seymor theorem on graph minors.

Conjecture 8.5. Suppose thatA is a finite family of graphs with base points. Call a family
M of graphsA-good if

(1) if K ∈M, then every subgraph ofK is inM;
(2) if K ∈M, x ∈ K and the closureL of a connected component ofK − x does not

contain (topologically) subgraphs from the familyA, then(K/L) ∈M.
Then for eachA-good familyM there is a numberN such thatK ∈M if and only if the

defect ofK is less thanN . The defect is the sumδ(K)= (degA1−2)+· · ·+ (degAk−2)
over all verticesA1, . . . ,Ak of K that are base points of some subgraphL ∈A of K.
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